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Eternally graceful and light on her feet, this  feminine ballerina clip is  from a 1952 Van Cleef & Arpel's  collection. Image credit: Van Clef & Arpels

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

French jeweler Van Cleef & Arpels is fusing high jewelry savoir faire with dynamism to achieve its latest "The Art of
Movement: Van Cleef & Arpels, Living Moments, Eternal Forms" exhibition.

In collaboration with the Design Museum of London, Van Cleef & Arpels is displaying the beautiful intersection
between bejeweled figures and movement. Crystalline figures take flight in pirouettes and sashays, beckoning
visitors to bear witness to their diamond-studded dances.
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Memorable movementMemorable movement

The illustrious exhibition is available for public view until Oct. 20 and has the added benefit of being a free display.
Viewers can discover pieces through four disparate themes: Dance, Nature Alive, Elegance and Abstract
Movements.

The included pieces are emblematic of the maison which has been infusing its pieces with motion since 1906. The
exhibition is hailed by the French jewelers as a celebration of mobility through distinct vantage points.
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A post shared by Van Cleef & Arpels (@vancleefarpels)

The Art of Movement is a limited time exhibition exclusively in London

The maison's latest exhibition is not its only ode to botanicals and flowers. The French jeweler channeled florals
for a blossom themed pop-up at Pennsylvania's King of Prussia mall (see story).

In an extension of the jeweler's dedication to movement, the renowned jeweler turned its gaze to ballet in its Lady
Arpels Ballerines Musicales last year (see story).
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